
COVID-19 PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The following pages will have recommendations for games you can 
play, or activities you can hold, during this period of Covid-19 
restrictions. They are focused on the small team system, non-
contact, and being outdoors (although can be played indoors for 
when possible and applicable to your group).
The idea of the games and activities are below but will need to be 
applied to your section numbers as time goes on as some of our 
groups can operate with two patrols and leaders, while others are 
having one program night with two meetings, or two program 
evenings. It all depends on the numbers you have attending and 
attendance going forward.

As we are all facing the colder nights this side of the year and going 
forward for some time, we recommend discussing with your 
sections and their parents of how best to tackle program. A 
method such as meeting on weekends in a morning with the right 
equipment (Raingear, gloves, hat, etc) might suit you better in 
these times. We are no stranger to activities in the cold.

“There’s no such thing as bad weather, only inappropriate clothing”

Going Forward
After a tough period in a pandemic, going forward we will need 
help from every volunteer in the organisation to share their ideas 
that work well in their local groups within these guidelines. If you 
happen to have a game or activity that your members have enjoyed 
in a safe environment, contact us through www.scouting360.ie, or 
with:
- Name
- Detailed Description of the game or activity;
at scouts@scouts.ie

http://www.scouting360.ie/
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Activities
The following links are activities previously published that can be 
held in small teams, at a safe distance, while still tackling Adventure 
Skills and the Crean Award. You might not have used any before, or 
if you have, you might need to re-do with new members or 
increase the level of the activity to suit older members. Please 
remember they were created in a previous time and will need 
tailoring yourself to create space and less contact between 
members

AXE SAFETY SESSION
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Backwoods/Backwoods-
Resources/02-Backwoods-Axe-Safety.pdf

BUILDING A BALLISTA
https://www.scouts.ie/Scout/Ideas-Games/09S-Ballista.pdf

HOT AIR BALLOONS 
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Air-Activities/Air-Activities-
Resources/06-Air-Activities-Hot-Air-Balloon.pdf
(Also multiple different ways to build your own version are 
available with a quick search on the internet)

MAKING YOUR SCOUTING STAVE
https://scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Camping/Camping-
Resources/06-Camping-Scout-Stave.pdf

MEASURING PACING
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Hillwalking/Hillwalking-
Resources/04-Hillwalking-Measuring-Pacing.pdf

https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Backwoods/Backwoods-Resources/02-Backwoods-Axe-Safety.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Scout/Ideas-Games/09S-Ballista.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Air-Activities/Air-Activities-Resources/06-Air-Activities-Hot-Air-Balloon.pdf
https://scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Camping/Camping-Resources/06-Camping-Scout-Stave.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Hillwalking/Hillwalking-Resources/04-Hillwalking-Measuring-Pacing.pdf
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EMERGENCIES
Using the Scouting Trail, you can recreate multiple different 
scenarios that require no contact such as a ‘pop quiz’ on how 
someone would handle a scenario or a discussion on how to treat 
bites/stings and other smaller scale issues that require no physical 
contact.

MAP FEATURES
https://www.scouts.ie/Scout/Ideas-Games/22S-Map-and-Compass-
Exercise-Identifying-Features-on-a-Map.pdf

PACKING A RUCKSACK
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Camping/Camping-
Resources/01-Camping-Packing-a-Rucksack.pdf

SCOUTOPOLY
Play a real-life version of monopoly in your locality. Have photos 
taken at certain locations and create challenges to be done while 
out on the road. Teams returning with the most points hit earn 
more cash to become the winners!

CHIEF SCOUT AWARDS (planning for older Scouts)
https://www.scouts.ie/Cub-Scout/Chief-Scout-Award/Chief-Scout-
Award-Manual.pdf

PHONETIC ALPHABET
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Air-Activities/Air-Activities-
Resources/01-Air-Activities-Phonetic-Alphabet.pdf
(Can be applied to a game. For example they might need to crack a 
code and defuse a bomb – or similar scenarios to make the activity 
fun)

https://www.scouts.ie/Scout/Ideas-Games/22S-Map-and-Compass-Exercise-Identifying-Features-on-a-Map.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Camping/Camping-Resources/01-Camping-Packing-a-Rucksack.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Cub-Scout/Chief-Scout-Award/Chief-Scout-Award-Manual.pdf
https://www.scouts.ie/Adventure-Skills/Air-Activities/Air-Activities-Resources/01-Air-Activities-Phonetic-Alphabet.pdf
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Games
The following are quick descriptions of typical games played across 
the scouting world. These ones have been handpicked due to the 
no-contact element and can be played outdoors in the case that 
indoors is not an option yet.
The games are hugely important to a meeting so hopefully some of 
the below can work well in your own groups.

Bibbidy Bop Bop
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins

Description: Have all the scouts sit in a circle.  Someone stands in 
the middle and they have to then point at a scout and say "Bibbidy
Bop Bop".  The scout they are pointing to must say "Bop" before 
they finish, otherwise they then become the person in the middle. 
If the scout in the middle says anything other than "Bibbidy Bop 
Bop" and the scout they are pointing to says "Bop", they are out 
and become the person in the middle.

Balloon Derby
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins
Equipment: Two balloons per scout; tape. 

Description: Blow up the balloons to a relatively equal size, and 
tape two to each scout’s right foot. Clear space in your Hall. The 
scouts run around trying to stomp on each other’s balloons. If both 
your balloons are burst, you are out. Game ends when only one 
person remains.
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Area Volleyball 
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 5-10mins
Equipment: Light ball

Description: Divide the playing space into areas of one space per 
scout. Then, divide the scouts among the spaces; each scout having 
to stay in their own area. The scouts have to keep the ball out of 
their area. If it touches the floor, blow a whistle and award that 
scout a point. The aim is to avoid scoring points. Each time the ball 
hits the floor, the ball is returned to the activity leader who throws 
it back in to restart the game.

Three-Person Tug-of-War 
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins
Equipment: A length of thick rope, at least enough to make a circle 
where everyone can be spaced out; 3 markers (cones, neckerchiefs 
etc) 

Description: Tie the rope into a circle and place in the centre of the 
playing area. Have three marks equally distant from the rope. Have 
the patrols or scouts participating spread evenly out around the 
rope. Three scouts holds the rope at one corner with one of their 
hands. On signal, each Scout tries to reach their marker.  Ensure the 
rope is thick and scouts do not hurt themselves. 
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Blanket Volleyball
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins
Equipment: Light ball, blanket or similar, net.

This game is like standard volleyball, but each team will be made of
two people (or more depending on blanket size allowing more
space) is given a blanket or something similar. The team should
stretch out the blanket, so it is tight. When serving the team places
the ball on the blanket, loosening it and then tightening so they
'throw' the ball over the net. The other patrol use their blanket to
catch the ball and throw it back. A point is scored if a patrol lands
the ball in the other teams’ area and a patrol concedes a point if
they fail to get the ball over the net.

Pointing Circle
Patrols: 1+ Type: Quiet Game Time: 5mins
Equipment Chalk, or something else to mark a circle on the ground.

Description: All Scouts stand in a circle, when a Scouter points at
somebody they must raise both arms in the air, and the Scouts on
wither side must raise whatever arm is closest to them. Whoever is
last to raise their arm sits down. This is repeated till there is only
one Scout standing.
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Camping Trip
Patrols: 1+ Type: Quiet Game Time: 15mins +

Description: Scouts sit in a circle. Going around in the circle each
scout must say, “I am going camping and I am going to bring a …”
The PL says yes or no (based on the secret rule e.g. legs crossed or
saying ’ehhh’ beforehand). Continue around in a circle and the
Scouts must try figure out what the rule is.

Walking Statues
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins

A patrol starts at the end of the meeting space, advancing on the
activity leader. They can advance only while the activity leader is
facing away from them. The activity leader can turn around at will,
then everyone must freeze. If they detect the slightest movement,
that scout is sent back to the starting line to begin again. This
continues until a scout reaches a marker at the activity leader.

20 Questions
Patrols: 1+ Type: Quiet Game Time: 10mins

Description: Scouts take it in turns to think of anything and decide
what sort of category it falls into. Once they have decided they tell
the other Scouts the category. The other Scouts then can ask a total
of 20 questions to which the answer must be truthful yes or no, to
try identify what the Scout is thinking about.
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Overtake
Patrols: 1+ Type: All Patrol Time: 10mins
Equipment: Two balls.

All the Scouts get in a circle and number off (there needs to be an
even number of scouts for this to work). All the even-numbered
Scouts in the circle are one team and all odd-numbered Scouts are
another. Hand a ball to Scout no.1 and another ball to scout with an
even number who is on the opposite side of the circle. On signal,
the scouts must pass, not throw, the ball clockwise to members of
their team (every other Scout). Both balls will be traveling in the
same direction. The object of the game is for one team to
pass their ball faster than the other team and eventually overtake
the other team’s ball.

First-Aid Kim’s Game
Patrols: 1+ Type: Skills Challenge Time: 10mins
Equipment: Pens, paper, and a collection of first-aid/emergency
related items (eg. gauze, bandages, scissors, survival bag, whistle);
have at least four items per scout in the patrol with least members.

Description: Explain the task to the PLs and give them two minutes
to plan. Spread all items on a table or on the floor and cover them
with a tarp. Gather the patrols around, making sure everyone has a
clear view; if you have a separate room available set it up there and
bring one patrol in at a time. Remove the cover for exactly one
minute. Each patrol must then write down all items they can
remember and add an example of what each is used for in an
emergency situation.
Scoring: The patrol with the most complete list wins.
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Online Meetings
This year we have seen a surge in online meetings due to the 
restrictions we face. If you plan to continue with online meetings in 
some capacity, then some of the below might suit with getting you 
into the new year when the possibility of face-to-face meetings can 
be reviewed.

• Online ‘COOK-OFF’: Circulate an ingredients list well in advance 
so as shopping can be done in a normal shop run. Connect via 
an online meeting platform and everyone cook at home with a 
step-by-step guide.

• Online Games: There a multiple games available which we have 
seen groups using for just keeping the ‘fun’ going. Try discuss 
with your members about what is available to them all and plan 
to play some form of game online together. This can extend to 
the typical created games we have seen such as Bingo, Quizzes, 
Home Item Treasure hunts, and more.

• Online emergencies demonstration: Using a neckerchief only, 
work through your emergencies situations and create 
slings/doughnut bandages and more. Work through the correct 
response for sprains and stings. Or ask members to 
demonstrate the recovery position on someone from their 
home and get their families involved.

• Projects at home: Create a project or goal to meet over the 
period of online meetings. It could be the creation of a hot air 
balloon (linked above) or completing a distance or walking in 
their area and logging distances completed each week.

• Circulate the scouting trail to your members and send messages 
to each other using semaphore/Morse code/phonetic alphabet. 
Alternatively, the Scouting Trail contains a lot of scouting 
information which can be adapted to home meetings with some 
thought.


